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De Finetti theorems tell us that if we expect the likelihood of outcomes to be independent of their
order, then these sequences of outcomes could be equivalently generated by drawing an experiment
at random from a distribution, and repeating it over and over. In particular, the quantum de Finetti
theorem says that exchangeable sequences of quantum states are always represented by distributions
over a single state produced over and over. The main result of this paper is that this quantum de
Finetti construction has a universal property as a categorical limit. This allows us to pass canonically
between categorical treatments of finite dimensional quantum theory and the infinite dimensional.
The treatment here is through understanding properties of (co)limits with respect to the contravariant
functor which takes a C*-algebra describing a physical system to its convex, compact space of states,
and through discussion of the Radon probability monad. We also show that the same categorical
analysis also justifies a continuous de Finetti theorem for classical probability.

1 Introduction

The quantum analogue of de Finetti’s theorem [4, 14, 13, 24] explains that a “belief about a quantum
state” has a more elementary description as an exchangeable sequences of quantum states. The point of
this paper is to show that this de Finetti theorem can be phrased in categorical terms. Thus we connect
this theorem, which is a fundamental theorem of quantum Bayesianism (e.g. [8]), with categorical and
compositional approaches to axiomatizations and reconstructions of quantum theory (e.g. [6, 11, 15, 22,
23, 25, 26]).

Let H be a Hilbert space (e.g. C2). An sequence of states on H is a collection of quantum states on
tensor powers ofH:

a state ρ0 forH⊗0 = C, a state ρ1 forH⊗1 =H, a state ρ2 forH⊗2 =H⊗H, a state ρ3 forH⊗3, . . .

For example, if H = C2, then a sequence of states on H is a sequence of density matrices in C(2n)2
. A

sequence is exchangeable if each state commutes with reindexing, e.g. ρ2 = ρ2 ◦ swap for the swap map
H⊗H→H⊗H, and if taking the partial trace of ρm over any m−n indices gives ρn, for n≤m. We can
phrase this in categorical terms by recalling that a state is a quantum channel C→H (i.e. a CPTP map
between the corresponding spaces of density matrices), and so an exchangeable sequence is a commuting
cone of quantum channels

H⊗0 H⊗1 H⊗2 H⊗3 · · ·

C

...

...

(1)
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2 Quantum de Finetti Theorems as Limits

Our categorical statement of the quantum de Finetti theorem (Theorem 4.3, dgm. (5)) is about a limit for
this diagram, i.e. a universal exchangeable sequence of quantum channels. This follows recent categori-
cal treatments of the classical case [7, 16].

To give this categorical statement precisely, we make three steps.

1. Firstly, we extend our set up to allow for channels that have both quantum and classical infor-
mation. Formally, this is done by recalling that the dual category (C∗CPU)

op of C*-algebras and
completely positive unital maps fully embeds the category of quantum channels, but also fully em-
beds a good deal of classical probability, in terms of Radon probability kernels between compact
Hausdorff spaces.

(quantum channels) (C∗CPU)
op (classical probability kernels) (2)

This move is important. It turns out that there is no Hilbert space that is the limit of diagram 1.
Instead, some classical probability is necessary.

2. Then, rather than look only at exchangeable sequences of states C→H⊗n, we look more generally
at parameterized exchangeable sequences, i.e. sequences of channels K → H⊗n, incorporating
both classical and quantum randomness.

H⊗0 H⊗1 H⊗2 H⊗3 · · ·

K

...

...

(3)

3. Theorem 4.3 (paraphrased): There is a C∗-algebra QdF(H) and a cone

H⊗0 H⊗1 H⊗2 H⊗3 · · ·

QdF(H)

...

...

(4)

which is limiting in the category (C∗CPU)
op.

This universal property says that any cone factors uniquely through QdF(H).

H⊗0 H⊗1 H⊗2 H⊗3 · · ·

QdF(H)

K

...

... (5)

In other words, to give a cone, i.e. a parameterised exchangeable sequence of states in H, is
equivalent to giving a channel of quantum and classical information to QdF(H).
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The starting point for our proof of Theorem 4.3 is Størmer’s quantum de Finetti result [24]. Inspired
by Størmer’s result, we take the candidate limiting cone QdF(H) to be the C∗-algebra corresponding to
the space of classical distributions on all states ofH. Although Størmer’s work is not phrased in categor-
ical terms at all, it follows from that result that there is a unique mediating morphism in diagram (5) in
the case where K = C. To show that this is indeed is a categorical limit, we follow the following steps.

• We note that the candidate limiting cone QdF(H) is classical, that is to say, it lies on the right hand,
classical side of (2), even though the diagram itself typically lies on the left hand, quantum side of
(2). So we can consider the categorical limit and diagram (5) in the category of C∗-algebras and
positive unital maps since positive maps into and out of commutative C∗-algebras are necessarily
completely positive.

• The category of C*-algebras and positive unital maps dually embeds into a category of compact
spaces with convex structure, by regarding their states (§2, Thm. 2.18; [9]). This category of
convex compact spaces is categorically well-behaved, since it is the category of algebras for a
monad on another well-behaved category. In this larger category we are able to use standard
monadicity results to translate ‘pointwise’ limiting structure to categorical limiting structure (§3,
Theorem 3.2).

In particular, we can then show that diagram (4) is a categorical limit (§4, Theorem 4.3).
In this way, we can understand “belief about a quantum state” in categorical terms. This opens the

door to using categorical diagrammatic notation, which we illustrate in Section 5.

2 Preliminaries

We recall rudiments of probability theory (§2.1) and C∗-algebras (§2.3,2.6). In this context we recall clas-
sical and quantum de Finetti theorems (§2.2,2.7) and the C∗-algebraic treatment of probability (§2.4,2.5).

2.1 Rudiments of Probability Theory

We begin by recalling some measure-theoretic probability theory.

Definition 2.1 (Probability Measure). For a set X , a σ -algebra for X is a collection of subsets of X ,
ΣX ⊆P(X), which contains X and is closed under countable unions and complements.

A measurable space is a pair (X ,ΣX) of a set X and a σ -algebra ΣX on X .
In what follows, we are almost exclusively concerned with measures on topological spaces. The

Borel σ -algebra Borel(X) on a topological space X is the smallest σ -algebra generated by the open sets
of X . Additionally, when we refer to finite or countable sets, we consider them as measurable spaces
with the σ -algebra of all possible subsets.

A measurable function between measurable spaces (X ,ΣX) and (Y,ΣY ) is a function f : X → Y
such that for any S ∈ ΣY , we have f−1 (S) ∈ ΣX . Continuous functions between topological spaces
(X ,Borel(X))→ (Y,Borel(Y )) are measurable, though not all measurable functions are continuous.

A probability measure on a measurable space (X ,ΣX) is a function µ : ΣX→ [0,1] such that µ(X)= 1
and for a disjoint countable collection of sets {Ui}i∈N ⊂ ΣX , µ (

⋃
i∈NUi) = ∑i∈N µ(Ui). Given a measure

µ : ΣX → [0,1] and a measurable function f : X → Y , the pushforward of µ by f , a probability measure
on Y , is denoted f∗µ and given by f∗µ(S) := µ

(
f−1(S)

)
for measurable S ∈ ΣY .

All our topological spaces will be compact, Hausdorff spaces, so we will only use measures that
behave well with the compactness of the space. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. A Radon probability
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measure on X , µ : Borel(X)→ [0,1], is a probability measure on the Borel σ -algebra which is inner
regular: for any measurable S ⊆ X , µ(S) = supK⊆S µ(K) where K varies over all compact subsets. For
any continuous function f : X→C, a Radon probability measure µ induces an integral

∫
x∈X f (x)dµ ∈C,

so that we can regard µ as a map C(X)→ C (see Thm. 2.13, §2.5).

2.2 Kolmogorov Extension Theorem and Hewitt-Savage de Finetti Theorem

Kolmogorov’s extension theorem connects measures on infinite product spaces with measures on finite
truncations. Recall that for a set of topological spaces {Xi}i∈I , their product has underlying set ∏i∈I Xi and
has topology generated by the cylinder sets V [Ui1 , . . . ,Uin ] = {(xi)i∈I ∈∏i∈I Xi |xik ∈Uik for 1≤ k ≤ n},
varying over all finite subsets {i1, . . . , in} ⊂ I and open sets Uik ⊂ Xik .

Theorem 2.2 (Kolmogorov Extension Theorem (e.g. [21])). Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. Let
XN be the countable product of copies of X. For each finite N ⊂N, let µN be a Radon probability measure
on XN with the product topology, with the condition that if we take finite subsets M ⊂ N ⊂ N, µM is the
pushforward of µN by the projection XN → XM. Then there exists a unique probability measure µ on XN

such that, for any finite N ⊂ N, µN is the pushforward of µ by the projection XN → XN . Further, this
measure is itself Radon.

From here we can now define an exchangeable measure.

Definition 2.3 (Exchangeable Measure). Let X be a measurable space. Let µ be a measure on XN. For
each permutation σ : N→ N, there is an isomorphism

ησ : XN→ XN
ησ (x1,x2,x3, . . .) = (xσ−1(1),xσ−1(2),xσ−1(3), . . .).

µ is called exchangeable if, for every permutation σ : N→ N which fixes all but a finite number of
elements, we have that (ησ )∗µ = µ .

Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. We defineR(X) to be the set of all Radon probability measures
on the Borel σ -algebra on X , made into a compact Hausdorff space with the topology generated by the
open sets {µ ∈R(X) :

∫
x∈X f (x)dµ ∈U} for U ⊆ C open, f : X → C continuous.

Given a Radon measure µ on X , by Kolmogorov extension, there is a Radon measure µ̃ on XN defined
on the basis of cylinder set opens by µ̃ (V [Un1 , . . . ,Unk ]) =∏i∈N µ (Uni) for Uni ⊂X open. This is because
for all n ∈ N there is a unique Radon measure on Xn, denoted by µn, which has µn(U1× ·· ·×Un) =

∏i∈N µ (Ui) for Ui ∈ Borel(X).

Theorem 2.4 (Hewitt-Savage de Finetti Theorem [12]). Let µ ∈ R
(
XN) be an exchangeable Radon

probability measure on the countably infinite product of copies of X, with the Borel σ -algebra. Then
there exists a Radon probability measure ν on R(X) (i.e. ν ∈ R(R(X))) such that, for all measurable
U ⊆ XN,

µ(U) =
∫

p∈R(X)
p̃(U)dν .

Example 2.5. Supposing that we are modelling coin flips, so X = {H,T}, then R(X) ∼= [0,1], and the
de Finetti result says that an exchangeable distribution of outcomes of flipping a coin can only come
from picking from bag of coins with bias distributed according to some distribution on [0,1] and then
just flipping the coin you get forever.
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2.3 Rudiments of C∗-algebras and Gelfand duality

Definition 2.6 (C*-Algebra). An algebra V (over C) is a vector space V over C equipped with a binary
operation of multiplication, · : V ×V →V , which is bilinear. If this multiplication is commutative, then
V is a commutative algebra. We will assume that all algebras are unital, i.e. have a multiplicative unit.

A Banach algebra is an algebra V equipped with a norm ‖ · ‖ such that V is complete with respect
to ‖ · ‖ and for all x,y ∈ V , ‖x · y‖ ≤ ‖x‖‖y‖. A ∗-algebra is a algebra V that is equipped with an
involution: a function (−)∗ : V → V that is is self-inverse, a multiplication antihomomorphism (i.e. it
reverses multiplication) and is conjugate linear.

A bounded linear map between ∗-algebras which preserves multiplication, the unit and involution is
called a ∗-homomorphism. A C∗-algebra A is a Banach ∗-algebra such that for all x ∈ A, ‖x∗x‖= ‖x‖2.

We write C∗Mult for the category which has as its objects C∗-algebras and ∗-homomorphisms as its
morphisms. It has as a full subcategory cC∗Mult of commutative C∗-algebras.

Example 2.7. For any Hilbert space H over C, we denote the space of all bounded linear operators
φ : H→H by B(H). B(H) is the prototypical example of a C∗-algebra. The generally non-commutative
multiplication is given by composition of operators, the unit is the identity map and involution is taking
the adjoint of a map. The norm is the operator norm.

Theorem 2.8 (e.g. [17], C.12). Every C∗-algebra is isomorphic to a sub-algebra of B(H) for someH.

Example 2.9 (Commutative C∗-algebras). One important example of a C∗-algebra is the space C(X) =
{ψ : X → C |ψ is continuous} for some compact Hausdorff space X , equipped with the (topological)
supremum norm: ‖ f‖ = supx∈X | f (x)| < ∞. It is an algebra with multiplication and involution defined
pointwise, and is commutative. The unit is the constant map to 1.

This extends to a duality between commutative C∗-algebras and the category CH of compact Haus-
dorff spaces and continuous maps.

Theorem 2.10 (Gelfand Duality). The functor C (−) = Top(−,C) : CH→ (cC∗Mult)
op, which acts on

morphisms by C ( f : X → Y ) : φ 7→ φ ◦ f , is an equivalence of categories.

2.4 Positivity, Probabilistic Gelfand Duality, and the Radon Monad

Definition 2.11 (Positivity in C∗-algebras). For a C∗-algebra A, an element x ∈ A is called positive if
there is some y ∈ A such that x = y∗y.

In C, these are exactly the elements of the non-negative real line R0≤. In B(H), for some Hilbert
space H, these are exactly the operators φ : H → H such that for all v ∈ H, 〈v |φv〉 ≥ 0. In C(X), for
some compact Hausdorff space X , these are the functions whose images lie exclusively in R0≤.

A linear map between C∗-algebras, f : A1→A2, is called positive if, for all x ∈ A1, f (x∗x)≥ 0. In
other words, it takes positive elements ofA1 to positive elements ofA2. If both the domain and codomain
have a unit, the map is called unital if it takes the unit of the domain to the unit of the codomain.

We will refer to the category of C∗-algebras with positive, unital maps between them as C∗Pos. It has
C∗Mult as a subcategory.

Jacobs and Furber [9] extended Gelfand duality stochastically: the addition of positive maps which
are not multiplicative (i.e. not ∗-homomorphisms) is equivalent to adding stochastic maps to CH.

Definition 2.12 (Radon Monad, e.g. [9]). Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, and let R(X) be the
space of all Radon probability measures on X as for Thm.2.4 above. With this topology, R(X) is both
compact and Hausdorff.
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We regard R as a monad on the category CH of compact Hausdorff spaces and continuous maps.
The functor part is given by pushforward: let f : X →Y be a morphism in CH; thenR( f )(µ) := f∗(µ).
The unit of the monad takes x ∈ X to the Dirac measure δx ∈ R(X), the distribution supported entirely
at x. The multiplication is a form of marginalization, or averaging:

mult :R2 (X)→R(X) mult(φ)(U) :=
∫

µ∈R(X)
µ(U)dφ(µ)

Theorem 2.13 (Probabilistic Gelfand Duality, [9]). The functor C (−) : Kl (R)→ (cC∗Pos)
op, which acts

on morphisms by C ( f : X →R(Y )) : φ 7→
∫

φ d f (−), is an equivalence of categories between the Kleisli
category of the Radon monad and the opposite of the category of commutative C∗-algebras and positive
unital maps.

2.5 States, State Spaces, and Convex Spaces

A particularly important class of positive, unital maps are states:

Definition 2.14. Positive, unital maps from a C∗-algebra A to C are called states on A.

Under the probabilistic Gelfand duality (Thm. 2.13), for any compact Hausdorff space X we have the
correspondence (as sets)

C∗Pos(C(X),C) ∼= Kl (R)({∗} ,X) = CH({∗} ,R(X)) ∼= R(X) .

In fact, all of the objects in this correspondence have structures as convex, compact, Hausdorff spaces
and are isomorphic as such. Thus it is meaningful to consider states on C∗-algebras as a generalisation
of classical probability distributions.

Example 2.15 (Density Matrices are States on a C∗-algebra). Density matrices in quantum theory are
given by operators ρ ∈ B(H), for a finite dimensional Hilbert space H, with Tr(ρ) = 1 such that for all
v ∈ H, 〈v|ρv〉 ≥ 0. For each such ρ , we may define a linear map sρ : B(H)→ C by sρ(a) = Tr(ρa).
The trace condition says this map is unital. Further, in the finite dimensional case, where we can form a
eigenvalue decomposition ρ = ∑i∈I pi |vi〉〈vi|, then

sρ(a∗a) = Tr(ρa∗a) = ∑i pi 〈vi |a∗avi〉= ∑i pi 〈avi |avi〉= ∑i pi‖avi‖ ≥ 0.

So sρ is a state on B(H). In fact, in this finite dimensional case, all states on B(H) are of this form.

So we can see C∗-algebra states generalise both classical and quantum probability.

Definition 2.16 (State Space of a C∗-algebra). Let A be a C∗-algebra. The state space of A, denoted by
S (A) := C∗Pos(A,C), is the set of all states on A equipped with the coarsest topology such that for all
a ∈ A, the evaluation function eva : S (A)→ C which takes ρ 7→ ρ(a) is continuous. The topology is
generated by the sets ev−1

a (Ω) for a ∈ A and Ω⊂ C open. S (A) has the additional properties of always
being Hausdorff and compact. Moreover, S (−) extends to a functor (C∗Pos)

op→ CH via S ( f ) =−◦ f .

In fact S (A) also has an obvious convex structure where the convex combination λρ1 +(1−λ )ρ2
for λ ∈ [0,1] and ρ1,ρ2 ∈ S (A) is evaluated pointwise using the addition of C. We now recall how this
convex structure is functorial.

Definition 2.17. For our purposes, a compact convex space is a pair (V,X) where V is a convex, compact
subset of a locally convex, Hausdorff topological vector space X . The category ConvCH has as objects
compact convex spaces (V,X), and morphisms are affine, continuous maps between the convex subsets
V (only).
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Theorem 2.18 ([9]). The state space functor S : (C∗Pos)
op → CH factors through ConvCH. Moreover

the resulting functor S : (C∗Pos)
op→ ConvCH is full and faithful.

In other words, (C∗Pos)
op is isomorphic to a full subcategory of ConvCH (characterized in [1]).

Theorem 2.19 ([9]). The category of Eilenberg-Moore algebras of the Radon monad, Em(R) (Def. 2.12),
is equivalent to the category ConvCH (Def. 2.17).

This realises the forgetful functor U : ConvCH→CH as the right adjoint of the monadic adjunction
R′ aU forR′ : CH→ ConvCH taking a space X to the convex, compact Hausdorff spaceR(X).

Note then that all the objects of Em(R) are either spaces of probability measures (the free algebras,
equivalently objects of Kl (R), Thm. 2.13), or they are (category-theoretical) “quotients” of these spaces
(the non-free algebras). The transition from classical to quantum probability has as a crucial part the
fact that some convex mixtures of outcomes to an experiment are equivalent (for example, different
decompositions of mixed states into pure states).

2.6 Tensor products and complete positivity

Recall that the tensor product of Hilbert spaces, H1⊗H H2, is the completion of the algebraic tensor
productH1⊗H2 under the inner product norm.

Definition 2.20 (Spatial Tensor Product of C∗-algebras). Let A1 and A2 be C∗-algebras, with repre-
sentations πi : Ai → B(Hi) (Thm. 2.8). Then the map π1⊗ π2 : A1⊗A2 → B(H1⊗H H2) given by
(π1⊗π2)(A1⊗A2) = π1(A1)⊗π2(A2) is a faithful representation of the vector space A1⊗A2 and thus
we can use it to give a norm to that space, ‖a‖∗ = ‖(π1⊗π2)(a)‖, which is independent of the choice of
representations (πi). The spatial tensor product A1⊗minA2 is the completion with respect to this norm.

There are other tensor products definable on C∗-algebras, though this is the smallest. If a C∗-algebra
A is finite dimensional or commutative, then all possible C∗-norms on A⊗B are equivalent.

Not all positive maps are physical, and now that we have defined a tensor product on C∗-algebras,
we are able to define those that are.

Definition 2.21 (Completely Positive). A linear map between C∗-algebras φ : A → B is called com-
pletely positive if, for all n ∈ N, the map φ ⊗1n : A⊗B(Cn)→B⊗B(Cn) is positive.

All positive maps to or from commutative spaces are completely positive.

Example 2.22. LetH,K be finite dimensional Hilbert spaces. Then a completely positive and unital map
B(H)→ B(K) induces a function S(B(K))→ S(B(H)) between the corresponding spaces of density
matrices (Ex. 2.15); these are exactly the quantum channels (e.g. [20]).

As we noticed a few times before, much of the seemingly infinite behaviour in different formula-
tions of the De Finetti theorem is, in fact, the result of behaviour which happens on all possible finite
truncations of a process, with requirements of consistency between them.

Given a C∗-algebra A, we can define A⊗n :=A⊗min . . .⊗minA︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times

. For n ≤ m, there is an isometric
∗-homomorphism embedding of C∗-algebras

ιnm : A⊗n→A⊗m
ιnm

(⊗n
i=1 Ai

)
:=

⊗n
i=1 Ai⊗

⊗m
i=n+1 1A.

Definition 2.23 (Infinite Spatial Tensor Product). The (countably) infinite spatial tensor product of A
is defined as the colimit as Banach spaces (equivalently, in C∗Pos) of the ω-shaped diagram, for ω =

0 1 2 3 · · · , which has the objects A⊗n for all n ∈ N and the morphisms ιnm for all n≤ m.
We will denote it by A⊗∞.
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This comes equipped with embeddings, again isometric ∗-homomorphisms, ψn : A⊗n→A⊗∞ which
we may intuitively imagine as taking

⊗n
i=1 Ai 7→

⊗n
i=1 Ai⊗

⊗
∞
i=n+1 1A since for all n≤m, ψn = ψm ◦ ιnm.

A⊗1 A⊗2 . . . A⊗n . . . A⊗m . . .

A⊗∞

ι12 ι2n ιnm

ψ1

ψ2 ψn
ψm

(6)

2.7 The Quantum Kolmogorov Extension and de Finetti Theorems

Theorem 2.24 (Quantum Kolmogorov Extension Theorem [10]). Let {ρn}n∈N be a sequence with ρn ∈
S (A⊗n) such that, for all n≤m, ρn = ρm ◦ ιnm. There is a unique state ρ ∈ S(A⊗∞) such that ρn = ρ ◦ψn

for all n ∈ N (with ψn as in (6)).

Definition 2.25 (Exchangeable State). Given a permutation σ ∈ Sn, we may define an associated map
permuting the spaces of the n-fold tensor product A⊗n

ησ : A⊗n→A⊗n
ησ (a1⊗·· ·⊗an) := aσ−1(1)⊗·· ·⊗aσ−1(n)

A state ρn ∈ S (A⊗n) is said to be symmetric if, for all σ ∈ Sn, ρn = ρn ◦ησ . A state ρ : A⊗∞→ C is
said to be exchangeable if, for all n∈N, ρn = ρ ◦ψn is symmetric. Note again that we are only concerned
with permutations on a finite number of factors.

The space of exchangeable states of A⊗∞, denoted by I (A) := {ρ ∈ S(A⊗∞) |ρ is exchangeable} is
convex, compact and Hausdorff, so in ConvCH.

Theorem 2.26 (Størmer’s Quantum de Finetti Theorem). Let A be a C∗-algebra. Then there is a bi-
continuous, affine bijection I (A) ∼=R(S (A)). In other words, the exchangeable state space of A⊗∞ is
isomorphic to S (C (S (A)))∼=R(S (A)) in ConvCH.

Remark. To be explicit about this isomorphism we note that given states ρ1 ∈ S (A1) ,ρ2 ∈ S (A2), we
can form a unique state ρ1⊗ρ2 ∈ S (A1⊗minA2) with the property that ρ1⊗ρ2(a1⊗a2) = ρ1(a1)ρ2(a2).
Then, for ρ ∈ S (A), we define

ρ
⊗n := ρ⊗·· ·⊗ρ︸ ︷︷ ︸

n times

∈ S
(
A⊗n) .

There is a state on A⊗∞, ρ⊗∞ ∈ S (A⊗∞), via theorem 2.24 from the sequence {ρ⊗n}n∈N.
This isomorphism then is given by −◦Φ : S (C (S (A)))→ I (A) where Φ : A⊗∞ → C(S (A)) is

defined as Φ(a)(ρ) = ρ⊗∞(a).

3 (Co)limits and the State Space Functor

We now build on the prior work in Section 2 to characterize the categorical limits in the categories of
positive unital maps between C∗-algebras ((C∗Pos)

op) and compact convex spaces (ConvCH).

Lemma 3.1. The state space functor S : (C∗Pos)
op→ ConvCH (Thm. 2.18) preserves and reflects limits.

That is to say that, given a diagram of C∗-algebras A− : J → C∗Pos, a cocone {A j → B} j∈J is a

colimit if and only if the corresponding cone {S (B)→ S (A j)} j∈J of the diagram (J )op→ (C∗Pos)
op S→

Em(R) is a limit.
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Proof. Since S is full and faithful (Thm. 2.18), it must reflect limits and colimits. Since, when the convex
structure is forgotten, the state space functor to CH is right adjoint to the functor C : CH→ (C∗Pos)

op,
then it must preserve limits in (C∗Pos)

op. Further, since ConvCH is monadic over CH (Thm. 2.19), these
limits are created in the former category.

The de Finetti limits we construct will be a simple result of the way that limits in ConvCH are
constructed pointwise in the following way:
Lemma 3.2 (Pointwise limits are limits in ConvCH). Consider a diagram W− : J →ConvCH. That is,
consider a collection {Wi}i∈J of compact convex spaces with affine continuous maps {ξk : Wi→W j}k∈J (i, j).
Let W be a convex, compact Hausdorff space with morphisms ωi : W→Wi satisfying the following prop-
erties:

• {ωi : W→Wi}i∈J is a cone over the diagram: for all ξk : Wi→W j in the diagram, ωi = ω j ◦ξk.

• For any collection of elements (wi)i∈J ∈ ∏i∈J Wi which are compatible, in the sense that for all
ξk : W j→Wi in the diagram, wi = ξk(wk), there is a unique element w ∈W with wi = ωi(w).

Then W is the limit of the diagram in CH and ConvCH.

W1

{∗} W

W2

w1

ω1

∃!w

w2

ξ

ω2

If the cone comprises state spaces W j = S (A j) and W = S (B), rather than general objects of
ConvCH, then the second condition can alternatively be visualised on the level of positive unital maps:

A1

B C

A2

ρ1

φ1

∃!ρ

ρ2

f

φ2

In this way we may talk about limits of state spaces being built pointwise. If every set of compatible
states corresponds to a limiting state on some other space, then this is naturally a limit, without having
to concern outselves with continuity or affineness of the limiting maps.

Proof. The forgetful functors U : ConvCH→ CH and U ′ : CH→ Set are both monadic (Thm. 2.19,
[18, VI.9]) and thus create limits.

Suppose we have a diagram W− : J → ConvCH as above, and a pointwise limit W with maps
ωi : W→Wi, where Wi is the underlying set for each Wi. Then for any set A, a cone of the diagram
of Wis, that is a collection of maps { fi : A→Wi}i∈I gives a unique map f : A→W by, for each a ∈ A,
letting f (a) be the element of W corresponding to the collection { fi(a) ∈Wi} under the pointwise limit
property. Thus, W is the limit in Set of the diagram

J ConvCH CH SetW− U U ′

Since CH is monadic over Set, then W, regarded as a compact Hausdorff space, is created as the
limit in CH and similarly by monadicity of ConvCH over CH, it is created as the limit in ConvCH.
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Informally, what this lemma tells us is that non-categorical, state-based treatments of limiting be-
haviours have been categorical all along. Looking at these things pointwise is fine because the structural
properties take care of themselves.

4 A Quantum de Finetti Theorem as a Categorical Limit

We now use the lemmas of Section 3 to recast the quantum Kolmogorov extension theorem (Thm. 2.24)
and quantum de Finetti theorem (Thm. 2.26) in a categorical light (Thms. 4.1, 4.3).

Theorem 4.1 (Quantum Kolmogorov Extension Theorem as a Categorical Limit). Let A be a C∗-
algebra. The limit of the diagram of state spaces (as compact convex spaces in ConvCH)

S (A) S
(
A⊗2

)
S
(
A⊗3

)
· · ·−◦ι12 −◦ι23 (7)

is S (A⊗∞) with the inclusions −◦ψn : S (A⊗∞)→ S (A⊗n).

Proof. Since this diagram is exactly the image under S of that which has A⊗∞ as its colimit (Def. 2.23),
and by Lma. 3.1, S preserves colimits.

Lemma 4.2 (Quantum de Finetti Theorem as a Categorical Limit For Positive Maps). Let A be a C∗-
algebra. Let Iinj be the category of the finite sets {1, . . . ,n} for n ∈ N and injections between them.
We define an Iinj-indexed diagram in C∗Pos by taking {1, . . . ,n} to A⊗n and, for n ≤ m and an injection
τ : {1, . . . ,n} ↪→{1, . . . ,m}, we define

ητ : A⊗n→A⊗m (8)

by taking A1⊗·· ·⊗An to the element B1⊗·· ·⊗Bm which has

B j =

{
Ai if j = τ(i),
1 otherwise.

The colimit of this diagram in C∗Pos is C (S (A)).
In other words, the space of exchangeable sequences of states is a limit of a diagram and is affinely

isomorphic to the space of Radon probability measures on S(A).

Proof. Størmer’s proof of Thm. 2.26 [24] gives a bi-continuous, affine bijection I (A) ∼=R(S (A)). In
other words, the symmetric state space of A⊗∞ is isomorphic to R(S (A)) in ConvCH. All that is
necessary then is to show that I (A) ⊂ S (A⊗∞), with the morphisms ρ 7→ ρ ◦ψn (with ψn as in (6)) is
the limit of the diagram above. We do this using Lma.3.2.

Via Theorem 2.18, we can regard the diagram {ητ : A⊗n →A⊗m} of C∗-algebras as a diagram of
state spaces {S(ητ) : S(A⊗m)→ S(A⊗n)} in ConvCH. Since any ρ ∈ I (A) is symmetric we get that
ρ 7→ ρ ◦ψn is a cone for {S(ητ)}.

Any collection of states {ρn ∈ S (A⊗n)}n∈N which satisfies the diagram {S(ητ)} also satisfies the
diagram 7 and thus we get a state on A⊗∞, ρ ∈ S (A⊗∞), such that ρn = ρ ◦ψn for all n ∈ N. Since for
any permutation σ of {1, . . . ,n}, ρn ◦ησ = ρn, ρ is symmetric. Thus, ρ ∈ I (A) and I (A) is a pointwise
limit, and thus a limit for the diagram {S(ητ)} in ConvCH, via Lma. 3.2.

That C (S (A)) is the colimit in the diagram in C∗Pos is a corollary of Lma.3.1: S reflects limits.
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Theorem 4.3 (Quantum de Finetti Theorem as a Categorical Limit For Quantum Channels). The colimit
of the diagram (8) in C∗CPU is C (S (A)).

Proof. Since all the maps in the diagram (8) are ∗-homomorphisms, in particular completely positive, the
diagram factors through C∗CPU and, because C (S (A)) is commutative, the colimiting maps are always
completely positive. Thus from Lma. 4.2, C (S (A)) is also the colimit in C∗CPU.

5 Illustrations

To illustrate the de Finetti construction, we focus temporarily on states of a qubit (i.e. A= B(C2)). Our
categorical quantum de Finetti theorem gives a universal property to the infinite dimensional space of
all states (C(S(A))), in terms of finite dimensional spaces (C2,C4 etc..). We can thus use conventional
methods from finite dimensional categorical/diagrammatic quantum mechanics to analyze C(S(A)).

Since every state in B(C(2n)) corresponds to a quantum circuit with n output qubits, we can describe
a sequence of states by giving a sequence of circuits. For example, the following sequence of circuits
describes a sequence of qubit states that is exchangeable (in that postcomposition with any permutation
or discarding of the qubit wires respects the sequence). For familiarity, we use a quantum circuit notation,
but any diagrammatic notation with discarding could be used (e.g. [3]).

|0〉
|0〉

H
X

|0〉
|0〉
|0〉

H
X

X

|0〉
|0〉
|0〉
|0〉

H
X

X
X

. . .

This exchangeable sequence corresponds to a belief about a qubit state: that the state is pure, and is either
|0〉 (with probability 0.5) or |1〉 (with probability 0.5). The following sequence is also exchangeable:

|0〉
|0〉

H
X

|0〉
|0〉
|0〉
|0〉

H

H
X

X

|0〉
|0〉
|0〉
|0〉
|0〉
|0〉

H

H

H

X

X

X

. . .

But this sequence corresponds to a different belief about a qubit state: that the state is definitely the
mixed state with density matrix 1

2(
1 0
0 1). In each case, the overall sequence of states is equivalent to the

process of drawing a state at random from a classical distribution and then repeating it.
There are many other exchangeable sequences of qubit states. For example, there is one corre-

sponding to the belief that a qubit is in a pure state somewhere on the equator of the Bloch sphere,
1√
2
(|0〉+ eiφ |1〉), with φ uniformly distributed in [0,2π]. There is also one corresponding to the belief

that a qubit is in a totally unknown state, i.e. density matrix r
1
3

2 ( 1+z
√

1−z2e−iθ
√

1−z2eiθ 1−z
) with r,z,θ uniformly

distributed in [0,1], [−1,1] and [0,2π] respectively.
Our categorical version of the quantum de Finetti theorem allows us to also consider sequences with

parameters. Since every completely positive unital map B(C(2n))→B(C(2m)) corresponds to a quantum
circuit with n output qubits and m input qubits, we can describe a cone with apex B(C(2m)) by giving a
sequence of circuits with m inputs.
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For example, the following sequence of circuits describes a cone with apex B(C2).

input
|0〉 X

input
|0〉
|0〉

X
X

input
|0〉
|0〉
|0〉

X
X

X

. . .

This corresponds to a belief that the quantum state is pure, and either |0〉 or |1〉, with the probability
determined by a standard basis measurement of the input state. Indeed, the categorical quantum de Finetti
theorem (Thm. 4.3) says that every exchangeable sequence of circuits is equivalent to a sequence where
each circuit first measures all the input qubits, resulting in random classical data, and then generates a
quantum state depending on this classical outcome.

6 Aside on the Hewitt-Savage de Finetti Theorem as a Categorical Limit

As an aside, we note that de Finetti theorem for classical probability (Thm. 2.4) now also arises as a
categorical limit. We express it first in the category ConvCH of compact convex spaces, but then state
it in terms of the Kleisli category of the Radon monad to show the similarity with the previous result
in [16].

Theorem 6.1 (Categorical Hewitt-Savage De Finetti Theorem). Let X be a compact Hausdorff space.
Consider the diagram

(
Iinj
)op → ConvCH which takes {1, . . . ,n} to R(Xn) and an injective function

τ : {1, . . . ,n}→ {1, . . . ,m} to ζτ : R(Xm)→R(Xn), defined by ζτ(µ)(A) = µ(Ãτ) for

Ãτ :=
{
(x1, . . . ,xm) ∈ Xm |

(
xτ(1),xτ(2), . . . ,xτ(n)

)
∈ A
}
.

The limit of this diagram is the space of exchangeable measures on XN, and is isomorphic toR(R(X)),
where the mapsR(R(X))→R(Xn) take a measure Φ onR(X) to the measure

A ∈ Borel(Xn) 7→
∫

µ∈R(X)
µ×·· ·×µ︸ ︷︷ ︸

n times

(A)dΦ.

Proof. This follows from instantiating Theorem 4.3 with the commutative C∗-algebra C (X) and noting
that C (X)⊗minC (Y )∼=C (X×Y ).

To emphasise the connection with [16], we write X  Y for a Kleisli morphism X →R(Y ).
Corollary 6.2 (Categorical de Finetti Theorem in Kl (R)). For some X ∈ CH, consider the diagram(
Iinj
)op→Kl (R) into the Kleisli category of the Radon monad, which takes {1, . . . ,n} to Xn and each

injection τ : {1, . . . ,n}→ {1, . . . ,m} to the Kleisli-map ητ : Xm Xn given by

ητ(x1, . . . ,xm) = δ(xτ(1),xτ(2),...,xτ(n))

This diagram has limitR(X) in Kl (R), with maps iidn : R(X) Xn given, for measurable A⊂ Xn, by

iidn(µ)(A) = (µ×·· ·×µ︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times

)(A).

Proof. The limit in theorem 6.1 is reflected intoKl (R), as this category is a full subcategory of Em(R)∼=
ConvCH and the limit itself is a free algebra.
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7 Concluding remarks

We have shown that the quantum de Finetti theorem amounts to a categorical limit for a diagram A⊗− :(
Iinj
)op→ (C∗CPU)

op (Theorem 4.3). This puts the quantum de Finetti theorem, a cornerstone of quantum
Bayesianism and a starting point for quantum tomography, in the setting of categorical and diagrammatic
quantum theory. We have focused on C∗-algebras, but the set-up is relevant more broadly. Recall that an
affine monoidal category is a symmetric monoidal category with a terminal unit, and these are argued to
be causal models of quantum theory (e.g. [5]). Now,

(
Iinj
)op is the free affine monoidal category on one

generator (e.g. [19]), and soA⊗− :
(
Iinj
)op→ (C∗CPU)

op is canonical forA. So we can consider de Finetti
limits in other models of quantum theory, perhaps making a bridge to the test space analysis of [2].
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